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Workshop overview

Complexity constructs • Emergence

• Sensitive dependence

• Attractors

• Stigmergy

• Ecological and Evolutionary perspectives

• What are the tradeoffs?Ignoring complexity

• Nothing exotic

• Nothing you don’t already know

• With a few exceptions

What methodologies do we need?

• What is it?

• Why do we care?

Complexity



1. When does it make sense to ignore complex behavior?

2. How are sustainability and resistance to change similar?

3. What methodologies are needed to evaluate complex behavior?

4. Why do programs seem to act as if  they are creatures in an ecosystem?

5. What are the ways in which “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”?

6. What is the relationship between change at higher and lower levels of analysis?

13. Why do so many phenomena stay stable for so long and then change radically and suddenly?

14. How do we know if we have reached a “new normal”, and how do we know if we are getting 
there?

15. Why can’t we predict system behavior over a  long timeframe? (And for that matter, what does 
“long” mean?)

At the end of the day you should have new insights on answers to these questions



1. Why is diverse intellectual input desirable?

2. What theories of change underlie statistical thinking?

3. Why is tight coordination over broad activities so difficult?

4. What explains the lopsided distribution of program benefits? 

5. How do top-down and bottom-up planning affect each other?

6. How to understand the robustness or fragility of a group of connected elements?

13. Are we better off with being very successful in one domain of change  or moderately successful 
at many?

14. Are we better off implementing a few very successful programs, or many somewhat successful 
ones?

15. Why do funders keep implementing stovepiped solutions to problems that know have multiple 
causes?

Some interesting questions we probably won’t have time to cover



Where does it come 
from?

▪ Contributions from many fields, e.g. biology, meteorology, 
physics, math, geography, etc.

▪ Some cross-field borrowing, some reinvention

▪ Complexity researchers are those who self-identify as 
complexity researchers

What is it? ▪ Precise definition is a sign of maturity not a requirement to 
start

▪ People who self-identify as complexity researchers

▪ Organizations that choose a complexity label, e.g., U. of 
Michigan Center for the Study of Complex Systems

What is complexity?

https://lsa.umich.edu/cscs


• https://www.art-sciencefactory.com/complexity-map_feb09.html

Complexity: Historical View*

https://www.art-sciencefactory.com/complexity-map_feb09.html
https://www.art-sciencefactory.com/complexity-map_feb09.html


Complexity

Emergence
Network Dynamic Response

Evolution

System Information

Selection Randomness

ScaleSelf-organization

Chaos and FractalsReplication

Linear and non-linearDevelopment

Ecosystem Feedback

Environment

Indirect EffectsBoundary

Observer

Adaptive Collective

Interdependent

Patterns

Important related concepts

▪ Control

▪ Particle

▪ Influence

▪ Hierarchy

▪ Power Law

▪ Reductionist

▪ Newton’s Laws

▪ Thermodynamics

▪ Distributed control

▪ Separation of scales

▪ Statistical mechanisms

▪ Nonequilibrium dynamics

▪ Language / formal languages

* Adapted from: Concept Map, New England Complex Systems Institute 2011 Yaneer Bar-Yam 

Complexity: Concept Map View*

https://necsi.edu/concept-map


Engaging complexity

Complexity is not ▪ Difficult or 
▪ Hard to understand

Complexity is a different way to 
think about

▪ Models
▪ Methodologies
▪ Data interpretation
▪ How programs and outcomes work



How much do you need to know? • More is better
• At least more than minimal
• The statistics analogy holds.

These change the logic of 
causation and outcome

All topics we will 
cover

 Complexity Theme 

 Pattern Predictability Change 

Emergence    

Sensitivity to conditions    

Stigmergy    

Attractors     

Self-organization    

Preferential attachment    

Evolutionary / ecological behavior    

Scaling    

State change    

Network effects    

Feedback effects    

Long tail distributions    

Others    

 



Complex behavior, plebian methodology

Methodologies

▪ Health markers

▪ Records review

▪ Program activity monitoring

▪ Content analysis of social media

▪ Interviews (program staff, attendees and 
others)

▪ Observation (program staff, attendees 
and others)

▪ Change over time

▪ Comparison with other communities 

What to measure?

▪ Immediate impact on participants

▪ Influence on friends

▪ Programming change

▪ Community level changes

▪ Secondary impacts on participants

Exceptions ▪ Agent and system dynamic modeling

▪ Formal network structure

▪ AI applications

Attendee 1

· Physical health

· Parenting

· Work activity

· Social functioning

· Psychological well being

· Community involvement

Friend 1

Friend 2

Friend n

C

Attendee 2

Friend 1

Friend 2

Friend n

C

Attendee 2

Friend 1

Friend 2

Friend n

C

Emergent community level change

Healthy eating 
progam



A process by which a system of interacting subunits acquires qualitatively 
new properties that cannot be understood as the simple addition of their 
individual contributions.*

Emergence

* Glossary at the Santa Fe Institute’s Complexity Explorer

https://www.complexityexplorer.org/explore/glossary
https://www.santafe.edu/
https://www.complexityexplorer.org/


We know what a cylinder is and how it works to make a car go.

Image sources: URL car

Image sources: URL: cylinder

Emergence

https://www.1001freedownloads.com/free-clipart/simple-car-icon


We know what a car is more than the sum of its parts.

▪ But the cylinder maintains its identity.
▪ Its unique contribution is always known.

Image sources: cylinder, car, dog, school, traffic 

Emergence

https://www.1001freedownloads.com/free-clipart/simple-car-icon
https://www.dogingtonpost.com/navigating-travels-with-your-pet-during-a-pandemic/
https://www.123rf.com/photo_83482901_learning-to-drive-a-car-driving-school.html
https://amainsider.com/safer-city-driving-in-6-steps/


Image sources:
Times Square
Jackson Heights Queens

“Urban vitality” as an emergent construct 

▪ social networking
▪ like-minded people
▪ range of health care
▪ business opportunities
▪ educational opportunity
▪ others

▪ parks
▪ walkability
▪ inspiration
▪ transportation
▪ ethnic diversity
▪ cultural choices

A mix of many things that 
we can measure and 
calculate

Emergent construct ▪ May want to measure the parts, but

▪ Cannot explain it by knowing the parts

▪ Need a qualitatively different measure, e.g., real 

income.

Emergence

https://www.hoteltsq.com/
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-east-indian-stores-in-the-jackson-heights-neighborhood-in-queens-in-121589536.html


* Forbes: How To Spot Companies Accelerating Through The Adoption Curve
** https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence
*** DarwinPeacock, Maklaan

Some other examples of emergence

*

Same adoption curve, 
different impact metrics

Connectivity in Internet Deseret
▪ New business activity
▪ Participation in civic groups

Flat screen TV
▪ # owned
▪ % penetration

Emergence

Groups of human beings, left free 
to each regulate themselves, tend 
to produce spontaneous order. **

Requires metrics of
▪ social organization,  
▪ not individual behavior

***

Qualitative transition

https://www.forbes.com/sites/andyswan/2020/04/12/how-to-spot-companies-accelerating-through-the-adoption-curve/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Social_Network_Diagram_(large).svgPeacock,%20Maklaan


Sensitive dependence

* Glossary at the Santa Fe Institute’s Complexity Explorer

A system's sensitivity to 
initial conditions

refers to the role that the starting configuration of that system 
plays in determining the subsequent states of that system. 

When this sensitivity 
is high

slight changes to starting conditions will lead to significantly 
different conditions in the future. Sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions is a defining property of chaos in dynamical 
systems theory.*

https://www.complexityexplorer.org/explore/glossary
https://www.santafe.edu/
https://www.complexityexplorer.org/


If I told you these were the pieces of a program model and asked you to draw 
the logic of causation, what might it look like?

Sensitive dependence

Program

Outcome 1

Outcome 2

Outcome 3



It would look something like this.

Do these things

In this order

And these things will happen

Sensitive dependence

Program 6

Outcome 1

9

1

2

3

7

8

4

5

Outcome 2

Outcome 3



Do • a lot  of these things

• based on research, theory, and experiment

And • a lot  of these things will happen

• along unpredictable outcome paths

• over time network relationships will develop

Sensitive dependence

Program

Outcome 1

Outcome 2

Outcome 3

Program 6

Outcome 1

9

1

2

3

7

8

4

5

Outcome 2

Outcome 3



▪ Small changes can affect a trajectory

▪ What path happened can be discovered.

▪ What path will happen cannot be predicted.
▪ One or many possible paths can lead to the same outcome.

Sensitive dependence

Program 
1

Outcome 
A

6

92

8

4

5

Program 
1

9

1
2

3

7

84

Outcome 
A

Program 
1

6

9

1

2
3

7

8

4

5

Outcome 
A Many othersProgram 

1

Outcome 
A



What parts are important • Previous research

• Expertise

Local cause and effect • Short links

• Less risk of small change affecting the whole model

What was implemented? • Number of components

• Order of implementation

What can we know?

Sensitive dependence

6

Outcome 1

9

1

2

3

7

8

4

5

Outcome 2

Outcome 3



Magnitude of change • Program elements

• Outcomes

History • What path led to success or failure

• Whether multiple paths worked

• Similarities in successful paths

Connections • Change in network relationships over time

What can we know?

but they can and should anticipate developments.” Source.Policy makers find it hard to 

predict events 

Sensitive dependence

6

9

1

2 3

7

84

5 Outcome 1

Outcome 2

Outcome 3

6

9

1

2
3

7

84

5 Outcome 1

Outcome 2

Outcome 3

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/world/2022-02-22/next-shock


Sensitive dependence models have decreasing certainty as range expands.

3 - 6

3, 4, 6, 8

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9

High

Minimal

OK

6

9

1

2

3

7

8

4

5



1

2

3

4

1-http://www.livescience.com/images/i/000/087/324/original/river-basins.jpg
2-https://www.mnn.com/earth-matters/animals/quiz/what-do-you-call-these-groups-of-animals
3-http://barronberry.com/firm-news-and-events/celebrate-national-playground-safety-week-

keep-your-kids-safe/
4-https://i.stack.imgur.com/cj3xs.jpg

Attractor

* Glossary at the Santa Fe Institute’s Complexity Explorer

** Glossary at the Systems Innovation Network

In dynamical 
systems

an attractor is a value or set of values for the 
variables of a system to which they will tend 
towards over enough time, or enough 
iterations.* 

Social attractors define a specific subset of states that a social system 
may take, which corresponds to its normal behavior 
towards which it will naturally gravitate** 

Values close enough remain close if slightly disturbed

Properties toward 
which a system evolves

regardless of starting conditions

Where systems like to be ▪ resistance to change

▪ sustainability of change

https://www.complexityexplorer.org/explore/glossary
https://www.santafe.edu/
https://www.complexityexplorer.org/
https://www.systemsinnovation.io/glossary/social-attractor
https://www.systemsinnovation.network/feed


What attractor space describes 
the program’s outcome? 

▪ What is the range of values the outcomes can take?
▪ What patterns characterize those outcomes?
▪ What other types of programs, pursuing other 

outcomes, have the same attractor shape? 

What outcome will the 
program have? 

▪ Did the outcome manifest?
▪ How large was it?
▪ How long did it take to show up?

Social Attractor reasoning  raises different questions.

▪ A process in which pattern at the global level of a system 
emerges solely from numerous interactions among the 
lower-level components of the system.

▪ Moreover, the rules specifying interactions among the 
system’s components are executed using local information, 
without reference to the global pattern.*

Self organization is a related 
concept.

* Glossary at the Santa Fe Institute’s Complexity Explorer

Is the change stable? ▪ Will the new condition endure?
▪ How much resistance to change will there be?

https://www.complexityexplorer.org/explore/glossary
https://www.santafe.edu/
https://www.complexityexplorer.org/


Social Attractor

▪ # of unhoused changes
▪ narrow range of people served

Why is there monthly variation?
▪ weather,
▪ # unhoused
▪ office space
▪ # counselors
▪ monthly budget
▪ # student interns
▪ police behavior
▪ # outreach workers
▪ willingness to seek help
▪ much more

What are the implications for 
each scenario?
▪ Service planning
▪ Resource planning
▪ Understanding need?

 reachable 
unhoused 

population

# receiving mental 
health services

# Unhoused x # Receiving 
Services for 36 Months

▪ amount of service varies
▪ despite a constant need

▪ Need and service scale well,
▪ but with high variability



Social Attractor

Regulatory agencies tactics fluctuate
▪ Punitive
▪ Cooperative

Based on
▪ Political will
▪ Time since a dramatic accident
▪ Satisfaction with level of safety

If the programs are equally effective,  and
The attractor is pendulum-like

What is the program’s sustainability 
potential in each of these cases?

Collaborative climate at the time a novel collaboration based safety prograrm is introduced

Regulatory Agency Stance to Industry

CollaborativePunitive

Regulatory Agency Stance to Industry

CollaborativePunitive



a mechanism of indirect coordination, through the environment, between 
agents or actions. The principle is that the trace left in the environment by an 
individual action stimulates the performance of a succeeding action by the 
same or different agent.*

Stigmergy

Preferential 
attachment

Self-organization

Related concepts

Self-organization is a process in which pattern at the global level of a system 
emerges solely from numerous interactions among the lower-level components 
of the system. Moreover, the rules specifying interactions among the system’s 
components are executed using local information, without reference to the 
global pattern.**

A preferential attachment process is any of a class of processes in which 
some quantity, typically some form of wealth or credit, is distributed 
among a number of individuals or objects according to how much they 
already have, so that those who are already wealthy receive more than 
those who are not.***

* https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stigmergy
** Glossary at the Santa Fe Institute’s Complexity Explorer
*** https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preferential_attachment

https://www.complexityexplorer.org/explore/glossary
https://www.santafe.edu/
https://www.complexityexplorer.org/


Why should evaluators 
care about stigmergy?

• Explanation of change patterns and program effects
• Humility with respect to predicting or designing change patterns
• Framework for inquiry when evaluating Planned x unplanned 

change processes
• Input for designing change efforts

• Style in art
• Urban vitality
• Online communities
• Emergency response
• Intellectual trends in science

Some examples of 
stigmergic processes

Stigmergy



▪ Different time horizons 
▪ Stovepipes are efficient
▪ Goals that may conflict
▪ Different organizational cultures
▪ Few personal working relationships
▪ Unknown, unknowable interactions
▪ Cost of coordination people, $, time
▪ Different contingencies to prepare for
▪ Different schedules for decision making
▪ Different stakeholders with different priorities
▪ Programs serve purposes besides stated goals
▪ People have their favorite sources of information

Model we almost always use Model nature uses

Stigmergic coordination*
▪ A few (of many) common metrics
▪ No compulsion, maintain independent decision making

* Reed, John H., and Gretchen Jordan. 2007. Using systems theory and logic models to define integrated outcomes 
and performance measures in multi-program settings. Research Evaluation 16 (3): 169–181.

Stigmergic process might guide coordination when management of coordination is impossible.



Thinking in ecological terms conjures many related questions that may not derive from other 
ways of approaching an evaluation

Adaptation ▪ How do programs in an “ecosystem” react when other programs are 
introduced

Population size ▪ How many of a kind of program are there?

Rates of change ▪ At what rate does the number of programs change?

▪ How quickly do programs change what they do?

▪ How do programs change how they are structured?

Timing of changes ▪ How much time elapses between a policy change and program 
change?

Fitness landscape ▪ How much of a change is required to make a dramatic difference for 
the viability of a program?

Diversity of programs ▪ How many kinds of programs are there?

Evolutionary / Ecological Behavior



Evolutionary / Ecological Behavior

▪ Shifting From a Program Model to a Model of the Program as a Charge in an Ecosystem

Amount of 
service

Service 
quality

+-

+

Incidence
Prevalence

-

AIDS prevention / 
treatment

· Funding
· Define 

services
· Implement

-

-

Q

Related outcomes
▪ QOL
▪ Work
▪ Family

▪ Community

-

Q

 



Evolutionary / Ecological Behavior

▪ Shifting From a Program Model to a Model of the Program as a Change in an Ecosystem

Public 

Health

AIDS

After: Public health system X

▪ Career choices X

▪ Policy synergies X

▪ Political  capital X

▪ Intellectual effort X

▪ Skills people develop X

▪ Informal relationships X

▪ Supporting  structures X

Other Tertiary

Women

Prenatal

Routine

Other

Prenatal

Routine

Tertiary

Women 

Outcome Maximization Program 
Theory

Evolutionary / Adaptive Program 
Theory



Working model for a traditional support program for the unhoused*

* Pathways to Home: Providing Wraparound Case Management and Clinical Services for Homeless Individuals 
in Aurora, CO, For information contact Antonio Olmos AntonioOlmos@aumhc.org

Evolutionary / Ecological Behavior – Population Flow

Funding from City 
of Aurora

Stable housing
· %  unhoused
· Eviction prevention
· MH therapist services

AUMHC

AUMHC
Street outreach

Increased acces to 
shelter, housing services

Knowledge of client 
increase  in access and 

engagement

· Education, referral
· Survival supplies
· Outreach van

Client engagement 
tracking system

Funding from 
State of CO

AUMHC

Rapid housing
· Move into housing
· % maintain or  increase 

income

AUMHC

AUMHC

Longer term outcomes
· % housed
· % maintain or increase 

income
· % maintain or increase 

earned  income

Housing facilitation
· Outreach
· Intervention
· Transition
· Involvement

 At risk but unknown / unreachable

Stable housing

Reachable / 
Known population at risk

Homeless

Transitioning to housing Housed but at risk

Supportive + 
MH services

Supportive + 
MH services

Supportive + 
MH services

Supportive + 
MH services



Evolutionary / Ecological Behavior – Population Flow

 At risk but unknown / unreachable

Stable housing

Reachable / 
Known population at risk

Homeless

Transitioning to housing Housed but at risk

Supportive + 
MH services

Supportive + 
MH services

Supportive + 
MH services

Supportive + 
MH services

Funding from City 
of Aurora

Stable housing
· %  unhoused
· Eviction prevention
· MH therapist services

AUMHC

AUMHC
Street outreach

Increased acces to 
shelter, housing services

Knowledge of client 
increase  in access and 

engagement

· Education, referral
· Survival supplies
· Outreach van

Client engagement 
tracking system

Funding from 
State of CO

AUMHC

Rapid housing
· Move into housing
· % maintain or  increase 

income

AUMHC

AUMHC

Longer term outcomes
· % housed
· % maintain or increase 

income
· % maintain or increase 

earned  income

Housing facilitation
· Outreach
· Intervention
· Transition
· Involvement

 

Example of analysis suggested by model 

  Rate of Boundary 
Crossing 

From To Scenario 
1 

Scenario 
2 

unreachable reachable up up 
receives 
services  

leaves 
services 

down up 



Evolutionary / Ecological Behavior – Shifting From a Policy → Program Model to a Policy → Ecosystem 
Model

A common model for evaluating the 
impact of a policy change.

▪ Program of primary interest is identified.
▪ Program growth is tracked over time.

Calendar time

Program population 
expected to change

Date of policy 
implementation

# 
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Evolutionary / Ecological Behavior – Policy evaluation from an ecosystem perspective

▪ Primary measurement remains
▪ Measurements  of  other programs are added
▪ A different view of the policy appears

▪ Three new types of programs appear
▪ 2/3 of the new programs thrive
▪ 1 program appears soon after policy change
▪ 2 programs lag policy chabge
▪ Only 1 other program declines

▪ Three programs decline
▪ Only 1 other new program appears

Calendar time

Program population 
expected to change

Date of policy 
implementation

# 
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Does invoking complexity always make sense? No.

Most Likely Answer

Traditional Complex

Yes No Yes No

Environment considered?

Cost easily accommodated?

Growth patterns recognized?

Data requirements manageable?

Easily understandable to stakeholders?

Important elements and connections missing?

High %  of findings provide actionable information?

Traditional if → then model

Provide education
80% of population 

have a functional 8th 
grade education

Build school 
infrastructure

Hire teachers

Set attractive fees 
and financial support

Develop culturally 
appropriate 
curriculum

Train teachers

Outreach to students 
and families to 

support attendance

Complexity-based model

Provide education

Much elseBuild school 
infrastructure

Hire teachers

Set attractive fees 
and financial support

Develop culturally 
appropriate 
curriculum

Train teachers

Outreach to students 
and families to 

support attendance

80% 8th grade 
education

Economy 
crashes, people 
cannot afford 
school fees.

Community 
leaders incease 

spport for 
education



Can one invoke complexity even if funders insist on a traditional evaluation? Sometimes  yes.*

Traditional model desired by customer.

Measurement on an emergent level

Data interpretation wrt attractors Effect size distribution

* It depends on whether additional data collection or a parallel design is needed. 

Observe growth patterns



Minimal predictive or explanatory 
ability

This program has a 
reasonable chance of working

This program is doomed to 
failure

If you choose to use a traditional model, make it useful for prediction and/or explanation

Desired 
Outcome

Desired 
Outcome

Desired 
Outcome


